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House Structural  
Concrete & Plaster Mixes 
Rev. 11/23/11, bsc 
 
1. General Ingredients & Notes (All) 
 
Portland 
Portland cement type I (normal ), II/V, (sulfate res.) or IV (slow set).  94lb bags. 
Strength in minimal water.  Min cement per yd3 = 470lb 
 
Sand 
Sharp builder’s sand, ideally <= 2mm, ranging sizes.  Preferred high quartz content. Note 
that sand typically has a water content of ~6%!  Weight for aggregates are typically 
around 100lb/ft3. 
 
Pozzolon 
Siliceous and aluminous substances having vitreous (glassy) characteristics that micro-fill 
the gaps and have a strong affinity to excess calcium hydroxide.   If standard pozzolon is 
not available, use non-calcined  (amorphous) diatomaceous earth (may require additional 
wetting agent and/or water).  50lb bags. 
 
Fiber 
PVA (poly-vinyl alcohol) fiber.  Chemically bonds with concrete & holds water to help 
hydrate.  Tensile strength = ~160-200ksi, 8mm length good.  1/2lb bags. 
 
Densifying Agent 
Krystal KIM, Xypex C2000, Enhance-PMT (PMT-1-OS) or Kalmatron to replace need 
for membrane covering of finished structure.  Dosage varies by product.  For PMT, 8-
12oz per bag of cement used. 
 
Wetting Agent 
Plant-based dish soap or similar surfactant, used to reduce water need and increase low-
water miscibility.  Not needed (will increase air/porosity) with some densifying agents. 
 
Mixing 
Max. effective capacity ~6ft3.  Mix dry ingredients 1st except as noted.  Don’t mix once 
cement for >5 minutes as this entrains air (bad for FC!).  Add fibers last. 
 
Slump 
The goal for ferrocement plaster is ~2” (stiff) 
 
Lechada 
Assists in bonding new concrete to old (used to wet old surfaces).  Mix ~1 can Portland 
into a 5 gal bucket (and squirt wetting agent).  Should be skim milk consistency. 
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Measurements 
1 ft3 concrete =~150lb,  1 yd3 = 27 ft3 =~4050lbs 
1ft3 = 1728in3 
Stock pile volume (ft3) = 0.2618 x (pile diameter in feet)2 x (pile height in feet) 
Std. 5 gallon bucket filled to rim = 0.7 ft3  (10”->11” diam, 14” deep; V = pi x r2 x h) 
 
 
2. Ferrocement Plaster (hand / dry-mix shotcrete) 
{garden sprayer for misting} 
 
Used for exterior walls and roof (subgrade), beam and column skins (forms).  For 
internal walls, remove Densifying component (, fibers).  Thickness to 2-1/8”, encasing 
steel (~1-1/4” core). 
 
Hand Application Notes 
Plaster should stick to trowel upside down.  Ensure mating concrete surface roughened 
and wetted before applying.  Work from bottom up, pushing out air.  Do not overwork 
(best if applied in one direction only).  Vibrate every 24” or so (touch briefly) as needed.  
May be rolled (hard rubber roller or equiv) to provide smooth/compacted surface.  
Scratch surface after application where plaster to follow.    
 
Tools needed: Vibrator (e.g. modified orbital sander or rubber mallet), buckets, 
measurement containers, plaster bins, trowels, hawks (oiled), wooden pool floats, hard 
rollers (modified paint rollers, wooden or equiv.), sample containers for testing. 
 
Dry-Mix Shotcrete Application Notes 
Ensure full steel surround.  Vibrate every 24” or so (touch briefly).  No floating, cut off 
high points with steel trowel, rough surface where later plaster, smooth (rubber trowel) 
where no plaster.   See Struct_shotcretenotes document for further instructions. 
 
Plaster Mix (~320lbs or ~1/12 yd3 [~2.2 ft3], tested fc: 4.5 to 6.9 ksi dep. on slump) 
Sand [2x cement] 213lb (2-1/8 ft3 or 3 buckets) 
Portland II/V  94lb  (1 bag) 
Pozzolon (diat.),  12.5lb (1/4 bag) -- ~11.7% {~12 sack equiv} 
Water [.5 x cement] 60lb  (7.2 gal.) [dry sand, reduce if wet] 
PVA Fiber  1/4 lb  (1/2 bag) 
PMT (densifier) 8oz  (~88 oz/yd3 {6 sack=~72oz}) 
 
[Mix: sand, pozzolan, then cement, then water (densifier premixed with the water);  fiber 
added after all else mixed] 
Sample each mix for later testing! 
 
Curing Notes 
The temperature needs to remain >= 45 deg F for the 1st 7-14 days.  Wet 1-3 times/day 
with water.  Protect from direct sun exposure (drying) with tarps for ~21 days. 
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3. Column Concrete Fill  
(RC interior equiv.) 
 
Used to fill expanded-meshed column, follow with ferroplaster. 
 
Application Notes 
Wet surfaces before applying.  Add pour board to prevent concrete mix from dropping 
(causes separation of components).  Vibrate every foot or so. 
 
Tools needed: Vibrator (e.g. modified orbital sander or rubber mallet), buckets, 
measurement containers, pour boards, bars for consolidation, trowels (for any seepage as 
well as top finish), sample containers for testing. 
 
Concrete Mix (~465lbs or ~1/8 yd3 [~3.1ft3], 7.2 sack equiv mix, tested fc: 3.7-4.5 ksi) 
Aggregate, pea 165lb (1.65 ft3 or 2.25 buckets) 
Sand   210lb (2.1 ft3 or 3 buckets) 
Portland type II/V 94lb  (1 bag) 
Water [.79]  75lb  (~9 gal) [dry sand, reduce if wet] 
Wetting Agent  squirt 
PVA Fiber  1/4lb (1/2 bag) 
PMT (densifier) 8oz   
 
[Mix: sand, aggregate, cement, fiber, then water (densifier premixed with the water)] 
Sample each mix for later testing! 
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4. Beam Concrete Fill 
(lightweight RC interior equiv.) 
 
Used to fill expanded-meshed beams, follow with ferroplaster. 
 
Application Notes 
See above (same) 
 
Lightweight Concrete Mix (~305lbs, ~1/9 yd3 [~3.4ft3], tested fc: 2.5-2.9 ksi) 
[wet density=~105/b/ft3, dry=~88lb/ft3] 
Aggregate, pea 70lb (0.7 ft3 or 1 buckets) 
Sand   210lb (2.1ft3 or 3 buckets) 
Portland type II/V 94lb  (1 bag) 
Water [0.7]*  66lb  (~7.8 gal) [dry sand, reduce if wet] 
Wetting Agent  squirt 
Fiber   1/4lb  (1/2 bag) 
PMT (densifier) 8oz 
Perlite   1.1ft3 (1.6 buckets) 
 
*Perlite Inst. Recipe gives 7.8 gal / 0.69 ratio 

 
[Mix: sand, then cement, then water (densifier premixed with the water); fiber added; 
lastly perilite and mix ~2’ max to prevent degrading perilite] 
Sample each mix for later testing! 
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5. Finish Plasters 
{Garden sprayer for misting} 
 
Lime Putty 
Type S (more plastic) preferred, Type or N (slower setting) Hydrated Lime 
Poured into container partly filled with water.  Mix thoroughly.  Allow to settle.  Ensure 
~2” water covering.  Should be creamy in consistency.  Allow to sit for a min. of 2-3 
days (mix once a day for the 1st ~3 days) before using.  To use, scoop out the putty 
without introducing water from the layer above… 
 
Application Notes 
Plaster should stick to trowel upside down.  Wet surface before applying, Do not 
overwork (best if applied in one direction only).  Scratch surface after application if 
desired.  May be rolled (hard rubber roller or equiv) to provide smooth surface. 
 
[All quantities by volume, 8oz. coffee can used] 
 
Plaster Mix (base encloses mesh) 
[Historically, base coat = 3/8-1/2” @ 1:2.5-3 (lime to sand), finish coat = ~1/4” @ 1:2] 
Lime putty  1 
Sand   2 (2.5 to 3 if base coat) 
Pozzolon  0.25+ (if used, offset sand) 
Fiber   1/10-1/8 (not used in finish coat) 
Water   0 (slight addit if pozz.) 
Wetting Agent  squirt (if diat. pozz. used) 
Colorant  Tempura, dry 
 
Curing Notes 
The temperature needs to remain >= 45 deg F for the 1st 7-14 days.  Wet 1-3 times/day 
with water or lime water.  Protect from direct sun exposure (drying) with tarps. 
 
Lime Wash (used for periodic maintenance [~2-5 years] or color change) 
Ensure surface wetted (day before good too), apply several thin coats, 1-2 days apart, 
moisten 2-3 days after… 
Lime putty  2 
Water   1.5 (to get to consistency of whole milk) 
Colorant   Tempera, dry (typ tsp measure, ~6) 
 
 
6. Working Formulas Follow
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Ferro Plaster, Base 
Used for exterior walls and roof (subgrade), beam and column skins (forms).  For 
internal walls, remove Densifying component (, fibers).  Thickness to 2-1/8”, encasing 
steel (~1-1/4” core). 
 
Hand Application Notes:  Plaster should stick to trowel upside down.  Ensure mating 
concrete surface roughened and wetted before applying.  Work from bottom up, pushing 
out air.  Do not overwork (best if applied in one direction only).  Bang or Vibrate every 
24” or so as needed.  May be rolled (hard rubber roller or equiv) to provide 
smooth/compacted surface.  Scratch surface after application where plaster to follow.    
 
Tools needed: Vibrator (e.g., modified orbital sander or rubber mallet), buckets, 
measurement containers, plaster bins, trowels, hawks (oiled), wooden pool floats, hard 
rollers (modified paint rollers, wooden or equiv.), sample containers for testing. 
 
 
Prepare 
6 half-buckets sand [1/2 bucket =~35lb] 
2-1/4 half-buckets water (1 with 8 oz PMT) [1/2 bucket =~24lb] 
¼ bag Diatomaceous, 1 bag Portland, ½ bag PVA fiber 
Sample container (periodic) 
 
 
Start up Mortar Mixer  
 
 
1-1/2 half-bucket water to mixer 
3 half-buckets sand 
1/4 bag diatomaceous 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
3 half-buckets sand 
1 bag cement 
½ bag PVA fiber 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
1 half-buckets water (with 8 oz PMT) 
Mix ~3 minutes (fast) 
Mix  ~2 minutes (slow) 
 
Yield: ~2.1 ft3 
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Column Concrete Fill  
Used to fill expanded-meshed columns, followed by ferroplaster. 
 
Application Notes 
Wet surfaces before applying.  Add pour board to prevent concrete mix from dropping 
(causes separation of components).  Bang or Vibrate every foot or so.    Roughen top 
(exposed) surface. 
 
Tools needed: Vibrator (modified orbital sander), buckets, measurement containers, pour 
boards, bars for consolidation, trowels (for any seepage as well as top finish), sample 
containers for testing. 
 
 
Prepare 
6 half-buckets sand [1/2 bucket =~35lb] 
4-1/2 half-buckets pea gravel [1/2 bucket =~37lb] 
2-3/4 to 3 half-buckets water (1 with squirt dish soap & 8oz PMT) [1/2 bucket =~24lb] 
1 bag Portland cement, ½ bag PVA fiber 
sample container (periodic) 
 
 
Start up Concrete Mixer 
 
 
3 half-buckets sand 
3 half-buckets pea gravel 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
3 half-buckets sand 
1-1/2 half-buckets pea gravel 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
1 bag cement 
Mix ~3 minutes (slow) 
 
Slowly add water  w/squirt dish soap & PMT 
1/2 bag fiber 
Mix ~3 minutes (slow) 
Mix ~2 minutes (fast) 
 
Yield: ~3 ft3 
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Beam Lightweight Concrete Fill 
Used to fill beams after ferrocement exterior form set (thickness to ~17 x 8”). 
 
Application Notes 
Wet ferro form surfaces before applying.  Bang or Vibrate every foot or so.  Roughen top 
(exposed) surface. 
 
Tools needed: Vibrator (e.g. modified orbital sander or rubber mallet), buckets, 
measurement containers, bars for consolidation, trowels (for any seepage as well as top 
finish), sample containers for testing. 
 
 
Prepare 
6 half-buckets of sand [1/2 bucket =~35lb] 
2 half-buckets of pea gravel [1/2 bucket =~37lb] 
3 half-buckets of perlite 
3 half-buckets water (1 with squirt dish soap & 8oz PMT) [1/2 bucket =~24lb] 
1 bag Portland cement, ½ bag PVA fiber 
sample container (periodic) 
 
 
Start up Concrete Mixer 
 
 
6 half-buckets sand 
2 half-buckets pea gravel 
Mix ~ 1minute (slow) 
 
1 bag cement 
Mix ~3 minutes (slow) 
 
Slowly add water w/squirt dish soap & PMT 
1/2 bag fiber 
Mix ~2 minutes (slow) 
 
3 half-buckets perlite 
Mix ~1 minute (fast) 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
 
Yield: ~3 ft3 
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Ferro Plaster, Overcoat 
Used for 2nd / final coat over initial ferroplaster bulk. 
 
Hand Application Notes:  Plaster should stick to trowel upside down.  Ensure mating 
concrete surface roughened and wetted before applying.  Work from bottom up, pushing 
out air.  Do not overwork (best if applied in one direction only).  May be rolled (hard 
rubber roller or equiv) to provide smooth/compacted surface.  Scratch surface after 
application where lime plaster to follow.    
 
Tools needed: Buckets, measurement containers, plaster bins, trowels, hawks (oiled), 
pool floats, hard rollers (modified paint rollers, wooden or equiv.), sample containers for 
testing. 
 
 
Prepare 
4-1/2 half-buckets sifted/fine (<=2mm) sand [1/2 bucket =~35lb] 
1-1/2 half-buckets water (1 with 8 oz PMT) [1/2 bucket =~24lb] 
½ half-bucket hydrated lime [1/4 bucket = ~5lb] 
¼ bag Diatomaceous, 1 bag Portland, 1/3 bag PVA fiber 
Sample container (periodic) 
 
 
Start up Mortar Mixer  
 
 
1 half-bucket water to mixer 
3 half-buckets sand 
1/4 bag diatomaceous 
½ bucket lime 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
1-1/2 half-buckets sand 
1 bag cement 
1/3 bag PVA fiber 
Mix ~1 minute (slow) 
 
1/2 half-buckets water (with 8 oz PMT) 
Mix ~3 minutes (fast) 
Mix  ~2 minutes (slow) 
 
Yield: ~1.3 ft3 
 


